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Abstract:
Wedding Bellas​[1]​ is a digital photography and oral history project that explores a wish to belong to European borderscape. The photographs are stories of twelve women who found themselves at the time when they refused to leave. Many have been rejected; by partners, by landlords, by employers and many have been refused to stay in the UK by the state. 
The women displayed resilience and resourcefulness in the face of sometimes all of these rejections happening at once and the burden of those denials made them escape to fantasy. Some opted for equally stable, rooted and good looking ‘Queen’s subjects’ – a lamp post, a tree, a traffic sign – London landmarks... 
The artwork presents brides physically connected to their rooted British fellow. The images show desperation and illusion shot as on a true wedding ceremony.
The paradox of this loss of reality due to pressure of life circumstances is portrayed in the photographs, questioning if the situation the women are in is imaginary – a concept shared by both the audience and by the person in the picture.
With the nexus of text and image the project troubles the perception of refugees and asylum seekers in the UK today and the role digital technology plays in that process. It deals with the question of mediation of migrancy through the historic visual representation and the mnemonic depictions in photographs that are challenged by the interventions of the migrants themselves in that mediatic process.
The project was supported by European Cultural Foundation (ECF) and Migrants Resource Centre (MRC). 

Project background
I planned to produce this project since I encountered the group of women at the MRC in 2007. I wanted to capture them on photographs, but their dramatic life stories needed to be told differently than in documentary reportage and mainstream media where they are usually portrayed as victims, battered, distraught or crying. Art provides a more comprehensive platform for introducing these women and presents them in a more suitable, layered and fuller light. I engaged them with the idea of creating a calendar for the exhibition and a publication compiled from the oral history project that I also run with them. The women were taught practice and theory of digital photography.

The project took place at and around the MRC and my home in east London. The women were from various countries – Iran, Uganda, Zimbabwe, Ukraine, Iraq, Ethiopia, Bosnia, Turkey, Eritrea, Rwanda, Kurdistan, Lebanon and the UK. They were posing as on a fashion shoot, providing glamour rather than of a dreary everyday filled with troubles they had to encounter – queuing for food vouchers, immigration control and bad press. Hence, Wedding Bellas is about desire for roots, stability, a wish to stay, to be attached to the place and to leave a mark there. The project further acts as a comment on aging, marriage, people’s need for dressing up etc. 

Figure 1: Anne

Challenging representations of memory
The project for the women served as a weapon to attack the trajectory of image-making that reinforced the media canon through depiction of tragedy in the pictures of teary faces, devastated lands and abandoned children. The iconic photographs of human struggle fed the idea of females as 'a weaker sex' and robbed them of their dignity. The immigration laws followed suit from this notion of tolerance for them rather than an acknowledgment of their streghts and contributions to the UK. The women saw empowerment in the pictures of the western models even if they were revealing their bodies as that was assumed to be conciouss, sexy and profitable, so in comparison to the poverty present in the photographs of migrants, refugees and asylum seekers, it looked like an independence.  

However, during the shoot, they were standing on the street like clowns, saying “thank you” to strangers as they wish them good luck with their marriages... As in my previous project Balkanising Taxonomy​[2]​ I have been trying to expose the idea of understanding something by classifying it, creating a drawer for it as it has a particular belonging - the restriction of identity, but I am repeating the same methodology that I criticize when applying for funding: I write Soheila is Iranian, when she is a Swedish citizen, I call Larisa a refugee, but she is a migrant from a country where many refugees came from, Jobeda is not Bangladeshi, she is a Londoner and even though I do not feel British, this is who I am now. By analysing the transnational identity of my contributors, the discourse of my project widens and begins to touch cosmopolitanism, community and feminism. 

Figure 2: Jobeda

In my photographs, the women were present as alien, costumed bodies in an ordinary space. The women observed by the public on the street during the shooting were then again looked at in the gallery or subsequent publications, giving the opportunity to the audience to participate in the art production process by identifying with the public on the set. Women’s wedding dresses are emblems of history situated in the midst of the urban environment, interrogating the old constructs of national boundaries, civic laws and social codes.

Photo prints on life-size silk panels simulated the flags as well as the dresses and by shuffling, kept the ladies alive and permanently glamorous, but how memory features in the minds of these women that are so concerned with the future? They seem only to think of the memory as a collective agreement of their hosts - now their audiences, which remember the women as victims. It is this facilitated memory that the women wanted to mediate further via the project, churning the established and popular images of themselves into a production line from which they wish to come out differently. The iconic wedding photo aesthetics displaces one from the position of norm because it is inhabited by the migrants who are, contrary to mainstream characters in the images, happy people. Through this intervention, the media's migrant picture is shaken, problematised and questioned.

White wedding is a traditional formal or semi-formal Western ceremony. Ironically, the white colour represents innocence and even though in the eyes of the state some of these women might be guilty for ‘paper marriage’, they are blameless in the court of human rights and in their own eyes. The evidence of their helplessness to have choices in life as free people is reflected in their lonely wedding photos, but in the presence of that one person in the image, they gain power revealed in humour and fantasy of the situation those individuals are in.

The dress symbolises a surrender to love, a submission that is in the case of women the opposite of whom they are and this polarity is what the project is trying to capture - the trouble with binaries and with clarity of opposition when we work in the memory field through limited, constrained and reductive notions of place and nation. A group of brides hugging the objects as grooms is not a wedding anyone thinks of as real, but it provides a local spectacle and encourages global debate about impacts of borders on human relationships, the representations of migrants, refugees and asylum seekers in the media and social changes of the areas we live in.

Figure 3: Mary

Auto-ethnography
Still, the reactions of my European friends defeat me: in her email, Rosa writes: “I do not really feel that I belong to the group you are representing.“ An Italian and a German woman are overriding their gender commaraderie and see their national identity and social class as important distinctions in comparison to refugee migrants in the group. This is the first time that I am realising that for them, I am a refugee, not just a friend. Methods, technology of representation and classifying practice of Western media and academia as well as my friends’ empirical knowledge and encounter with otherness do not seem overpowered even though my presence in their space is almost two decades long. 

During the installation of the project’s exhibition, a young man of Pakistani origin attacks me when I jokingly said that the photographed women marry objects because they do not like British man. “Go back to Serbia“ he says reversing the time to when I arrived to England and instead of the memory of then women and the audience that I wanted to confront, it is mine that faces me.
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